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Lots of news, networking opportunities, comparison tables, excellences and innovations: we are pleased to
introduce you to the 13th edition RemTech Expo!
The event which has a renewed and enlarged panel, nine thematic segments, an articulated exhibition of
qualified services, a conference session with a high technical and scientific profile, an intense national and
international networking activity, schools, academies, international hubs and innovation centres, is going to be
held in Ferrara from the 18th to the 20th September.
After the introduction of three new thematic segments (RigeneraCity, ClimeTech and ChemTech), the
establishment of four permanent tables for public-private comparison, and a fifth on the way, promoted by the
National System for Environmental Protection Snpa and RemTech Expo (1.Remediation and Sediments, 2.
Natural risks and Climate, 3. Circular economy and Waste management, 4. Industry and Innovation), the
organization of the “off” sessions (Live Demonstration) dedicated to innovative technologies, the drafting of
RemBook, a new tool of analyse of remediation market and impacts, the numerous Awards, from Degree, PhD,
to Innovation, Smart Port, Smart River, many other news are coming soon starting from the Agenda.
The program is enriched by moments of wide sharing of knowledge, know-how, excellences and opportunities
in the field of knowledge and interpretation of the subsoil with the General States of Geology. In a contest of
continuity, the General States of Infrastructures will represent a moment of reflection and synthesis of high
level regarding the design, construction and maintenance of safe and sustainable infrastructures. The
University and Research National Convention will be the opportunity to move the attention on study and
research activities, new professional skills, the representation of international success cases relating to the
public and private sectors. The panel of innovations is crowned by the General States of Sustainable Industry.
If the Call for Meeting will be the opportunity to create real laboratories of thought and shared strategy, the
RemTech Expo Excellence aims to enhance and promote through a detailed and meticulous screening work, the
procedures, the innovations and innovative technologies related to the market.
At international level new projects will be launched and targeted paths with enterprise will be strengthened.
As results of new relations gained among recent missions in the target Countries.
The first concerns the approach to Dubai2020 Expo. The second Country of interest for RemTech Expo is
Azerbaijan where twinning actions are already planned with the national event Caspian Ecology, together with
the organization of the Italo-Azeri Summit in September in the presence of governments, institutions and
companies. Ferrara, during the Italy-India Technology Summit, led by the National Association of Industry
Confindustria, with the participation of the Italian Prime Minister Conte, signed an important collaboration
agreement (MoU) with the CII (Indian Confederation of Industry) to promote synergistic activities, events and
meetings for the next edition of RemTech Expo.
With North Africa continues and expands the structured dialogue that has already led some Italian companies
to the African continent after the bilateral meetings of September.
In these weeks, Early Booking is still active in order to allow you to join the most specialized exhibition in
Europe with a special discount. Early Booking is open until December, 15!
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